
Westfield Transport Auger
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Features
[1] Winch - safety winch & automatic brakes 
sized/geared to match auger. 7000 Ibs. 
break strength 1/4” galvanized cable.
[2] Rollertrack Shoe - oiled hardwood 
bearings for easy auger action.
[3] Track - provides excellent rigid support. 
Augers 46’+ have heavy cable trussing for 
extra support.
[4] Gear Boxes - forged steel gears with 
tapered roller bearings running in oil.  Right 
or left hand PTO drive compatible.
[5] Intake - shielded with quick-remove 
clevis. Long life intake flight with low pitch 
for proven added capacity. Greaseable 
bearing centers reduce vibration and wear.
[6] Flighting - welded on the flight shaft 
for smooth operation and long life. Flight 
connections timed for smooth grain flow.
[7] Driveshaft Bearings - durable oil-
impregnated hardwood,
for long, quiet operation. Easy replacement 
with no driveshaft disassembly. Precision 
aligned bearing brackets.
[8] Upper Drive - lubricated for years of life. 
Heavy duty steel sprockets and roller chain 
are sized to match auger length/dia.
[9] Under Carriage - wide axles, heavy steel 
tubing, and cross bracing on larger models 
for balance and stability . Upper lift arms 
tuck away for excellent bin eave clearance.
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[4] POLY HOPPER
A103 48” Wide $132.22 

(fits 6 - 10 in. Augers)
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POLY SPOUT
F213 8” $105.00 

F214 10” $115.00 

Options
[1] Safety Spout 
- reduces auger 
damage from bin  
overfill.
[2] Swivel Arc Kits - 
allows movement for 
circular bin set-ups.
[3] Speed Reducer Kit 
- lowers flight speed 
for dryers and feed 
systems. Reduces 
wear on the auger, 
uses less power and 
aids in start-up under 
load.
[4] Hydraulic Winch 
- raise and lower 
auger from the 
tractor seat. High 
capacity winch with 
automatic break.

[5] Flex Spout - five section spout directs grain flow and 
reduces spillage. Several sizes in poly or galvanized.
[6] Poly Hopper - Durable, flexible poly hoppers allow easy 
dumping with minimum spillage.
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